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vagcom 12.12 is a known vag-com adapter hex-usb + can and is used to diagnose vehicle group vag
(vw, audi, seat, skoda).vcds is the virtual car diagnostic system, not only can get the diagnosis
result, but also can view the data of the car electronically. vag com 12.12,also search by vagcom
12.12, vcds 12.12, vcds vag com 12.12, vagcom 12.12, is the latest vag com vcds interface. and now
vag com 12.12.2 vcds software is released. as some latest version released by us, which is tested by
many users, such as vcds 12.2 english version, vcds 12.2 chinese version. the diagnostic complex
vcds is a known vag-com adapter hex-usb + can and is used to diagnose vehicle group vag (vw,
audi, seat, skoda).vcds 12.2 support more universal airbag coding assistant, new upload debug/log
file function in applications dialog, increased size of auto-scan logs which can be saved. more
information about vag com 12.2,pls visit vag com 12.12 update version vag 12.2 vcds vag com
12.12,also search by vag 12.12, vcds 12.12, vcds vag com 12.12, vagcom 12.12, is the latest vag
com vcds interface. and now vag com 12.12.2 vcds software is released. as some latest version
released by us, which is tested by many users, such as vcds 12.2 english version, vcds 12.2 chinese
version. the diagnostic complex vcds is a known vag-com adapter hex-usb + can and is used to
diagnose vehicle group vag (vw, audi, seat, skoda).vcds 12.2 support more universal airbag coding
assistant, new upload debug/log file function in applications dialog, increased size of auto-scan logs
which can be saved. more information about vag com 12.2,pls visit vag com 12.12 update version
vag 12.2 vcds
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